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If R is an integral domain and I is an ideal of R, the plus closure of
I, denoted I+, is defined to be IR+ ∩ R; where R+ denotes the integral
closure of R in an algebraic closure of its quotient field. This closure is
uninteresting for local rings of equicharacteristic zero but merits study for
local rings of equicharacteristic p and for mixed characteristic local rings.
In the equicharacteristic p case, the plus closure is contained in the tight
closure and might even equal it. Since the plus closure has good local prop-
erties, understanding it might solve the primary problem in tight closure
theory. In the mixed characteristic case, we may note that the monomial
conjecture is simply the assertion that certain elements are not in the plus
closures of certain ideals in regular local rings. In the three-dimensional
case, understanding the plus closure would allow us to determine if R+ is
Cohen–Macaulay. If it is, we could prove a number of conjectures in the
three-dimensional case.
To attain many of our objectives, it suffices to understand the plus closure
of ideals whose generators are contained in regular local rings. Thus we
confront the question, “If I is an ideal in a regular local ring R and z ∈ R+,
is z ∈ IR+?” Of course, the answer depends on z. However, if f T  ∈ RT 
is an irreducible polynomial satisfied by z, the answer is independent of
the particular root of f T  considered. Thus the question is really just a
question about I, R, and irreducible polynomials in RT . The consideration
of all ideals and all polynomials would seem to require a lengthy study. This
article is intended to be the start of such a study.
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We let x; y be two elements of a regular system of parameters for R
and let I = x; yR. Answering the question simply for this particular
ideal is already enough to determine whether R+ is Cohen–Macaulay in
the three-dimensional case. We shall introduce some techniques for deter-
mining whether a root of a particular f T  is in IR+. We believe these
techniques will be sufficient to answer the question for most polynomials,
regardless of degree. However, they are sufficient to answer the question
for all polynomials only if we restrict to the case of degree two. We shall
answer the question fully for polynomials of degree two. In truth though,
the primary purpose of this paper is to present and illustrate techniques.
This work is directed toward the mixed characteristic case. However, the
results, while less interesting, also hold in the equicharacteristic p case.
In Section 1, we shall cover some necessary background material. In Sec-
tion 2, we shall find sufficient conditions for z to be in IR+. The proofs here
resemble those in [H]. In Section 3, we shall assume R is a two-dimensional
Henselian ring and show that these conditions are in fact necessary. The
key to this section is Lemma 3.2, a simple but powerful result. It could be
said that this article is simply a demonstration of the power of this result.
We believe this lemma may be a crucial piece in an eventual proof of the
existence of Cohen–Macaulay algebras. Finally, in Section 4, we obtain the
necessary and sufficient conditions in general as well as discuss some of
the problems that lay ahead.
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Throughout this article, we assume all of our rings are commutative with
unity.
Notational Convention. Throughout, p will denote a prime integer
which will be the characteristic of the residue field of any local ring under
consideration. Also, p will denote the ring element p · 1. In the equichar-
acteristic case, of course, p will be zero as a ring element.
We will review some facts about valuations which shall be useful in this
article. If R is a regular local ring, I = x; yR is a height two prime ideal,
and a; b are relatively prime positive integers, then we may define a valua-
tion on R as follows: Localize at I and adjoin t, an ath root of x. Call the
new ring S—note S is a two-dimensional regular local ring with maximal
ideal t; yS. Let u = y/tb and let V = SutSu. Since the maximal ideal
of V is principal, it is a discrete valuation ring and induces a valuation on
the quotient field of R. Denote this valuation by v.
We now make some simple observations about v. Obviously vx =
avt = a and, since vu = 0, vy = b. Certainly the residue field of V is
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Ku; where K is the quotient field of R/I. Now any nonzero element of
R can be expressed as a polynomial
P
e; f ∈B re; f xeyf ; where each re; f 
is not in I and B is a set of the form ei; fi  1 ≤ i ≤ k, e1 < · · · < ek,
f1 > · · · > fk. The value of any element can be computed by computing
the value of each monomial in the sum, which is of course aei + bfi, and
then taking the infimum over the set of numbers that we get. The fact that
u is a transcendental element of the residue field of V rules out the pos-
sibility that two monomials with the same value might sum to an element
with higher value.
The simplest example is given by taking vx = vy = 1. Here V =
R y
x
x and for any element r ∈ R, vr is simply the highest power of
I which contains r. This simple example will be used in (3.1) but more
complex examples will be needed in the proof of (3.6).
Also, let us recall that if I is an ideal of R and z ∈ R, then z is in the
integral closure of I if there is a polynomial f T  = TN + a1TN−1 + · · · +
aN such that f z = 0 and ai ∈ Ii for each i. The integral closure of I will
be denoted by I¯. An equivalent but very different description can also be
given. Let R be an integral domain and let B be the set of valuations on
the quotient field of R whose valuation rings contain R. Then I¯ = r ∈ R 
vr ≥ infvx  x ∈ I ∀v ∈ B [V, p. 126]. With this formulation and the
fact that every valuation in B extends to a corresponding valuation in every
integral extension of R, it is easy to see that IR+ ∩ R = I¯.
In order to be able to make full use of localization, we need to know that
certain ideals in regular local rings are primary. If x; yR is a prime ideal,
then x3; x2y2; y3R is a primary ideal. To see this, simply note that it is
an intersection of the primary ideals x3; y2R and x2; y3R. In fact, any
height two ideal with a generating set consisting of monomials in x and y
will be a primary ideal. We also need a less obvious group of primary ideals
for our work in Section 4 and develop those here.
Lemma 1.1. Let R be a regular local ring and let I = x; yR be a height
two prime ideal. Suppose x; y; a; bR is a height four ideal and f = xa− yb.
Let S = R/fR and let P = I/fR. Then, for every positive integer n, Pn is a
primary ideal.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n. It clearly holds for n = 1.
Assume it holds for n = k. As SP is a discrete valuation ring, the P-primary
component of Pk+1 is the set of all elements in S whose value is at least k+
1. We denote the valuation by v. By induction, this component is contained
in Pk. Let us suppose we have an element r = c0xk + c1xk−1y + · · · + ckyk
with vr > k; we will show r ∈ Pk+1. Since by = ax, bkr = exk for some
e ∈ S; moreover ve > 0 and so e ∈ P , yielding bkr ∈ Pk+1. This in turn
gives bkc0xk ∈ Pk+1 + yS = xk+1; yS. We lift this relation back to R,
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noting that f ∈ a; yR, to get bkc0xk ∈ xk+1; y; aR. Since x; y; a; b is an
R-sequence, this gives c0 ∈ x; y; aR and so c0 ∈ x; y; aS = P + aS.
Now we write c0 = q+ as with q ∈ P . As qxk ∈ Pk+1, it suffices to show
r − qxk ∈ Pk+1 and so, without loss of generality, we may assume c0 = as.
As ax = yb, we have c0xk = sbxk−1y and so r ∈ yS; we write r = yt. As
vt ≥ k, by the induction assumption we have t ∈ Pk and so r ∈ Pk+1.
Corollary 1.2. Let R be a regular local ring and let I = x; yR be a
height two prime ideal. Suppose t ∈ I − I2. Then there exists u ∈ I such
that t; I2RI = u; I2RI and u; InR is a primary ideal for every positive
integer n.
Proof. First write t = xa+ yb. If either a or b is a unit, we may change
parameters and assume t = x. Then let u = t; clearly u; InR = x; ynR
is primary and the result holds. If x; y; a; bR is a height four ideal, then
we again choose u = t and the result holds by the previous lemma. It re-
mains only to consider the case where x; y; a; bR is a height three ideal.
Here we note that R/I is again regular and so a UFD. Thus x; y; a; bR =
x; y; sR ∩Q with Q being a (possibly trivial) intersection of primary ide-
als of height greater than three. Next write a = e + sf , b = g + sh with
e; g ∈ I. Then t; I2 = xsf + ysh; I2 and as s /∈ I, with u = xf + yh, we
have t; I2RI = u; I2RI . However, no height three prime ideal contains
x; y; f; hR and so we have reduced to one of the earlier cases and may
conclude u; InR is a primary ideal for every positive integer n.
Corollary 1.3. Let R be a regular local ring and let I = x; yR be a
height two prime ideal. Suppose t ∈ I − I2. Then there exists u ∈ I such that
t; I2RI = u; I2RI while u; I23R and u; I23R + I5 are both primary
ideals.
Proof. We choose u to satisfy the conclusion of (1.2). Then we claim
uk; InR is primary for every k; n. We prove this by induction on k,
with the case k = 1 already done. Suppose um; InR is primary and sr ∈
um+1; InR for some s /∈ I. Then, by the induction assumption, r = umc+ d
with d ∈ In. As umR ∩ In = umIn−m provided m ≤ n (and the result
is otherwise trivial), we get sc ∈ u; In−mR and by the k = 1 case, c ∈
u; In−mR. It follows that r ∈ um+1; InR and um+1; InR is primary as
desired. The claim is proved.
Now u; I23R = u3; I4R ∩ u2; I5R ∩ u; I6R is an intersection of
I-primary ideals and is itself primary. The second ideal is just u3; I4R ∩
u2; I5R. This completes the proof.
We conclude this section by citing a lemma from [H] and then giving two
reformulations that will be particularly useful in Section 2. The first result
is Lemma 2.1 of [H, p. 693].
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Lemma 1.4. Let x; y; z ∈ S, let f T  = Pni=0 aiT n−i be a monic polyno-
mial over S, and suppose f w = 0 for some w ∈ S+. For 0 ≤ i ≤ n, set bi =
−1iPij=0 (n−ji−jajzi−jyj and let gT  =Pni=0 biT n−i. Then gz − yw = 0.
Corollary 1.5. Using the notation of 1:4, if each bi ∈ xiS+, then z −
yw ∈ xS+ and so z ∈ x; yS+.
Proof. This is clear since z − yw/x satisfies an obvious integral poly-
nomial with coefficients in S+.
Lemma 1.6. Using the notation of 1:4, if p ∈ px; yS and each bi is
integral over x; y2iS, then z ∈ x; yS+.
Proof. We first adjoin the integral element w to S and note that it suf-
fices to prove that z − yw is in x; yS+. However, this is an element of
x; y2 and so by Theorem 2.11 of [H, p. 701], the result follows.
2. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS
We begin our section of positive results with a result that is really only
optimal in the two-dimensional case. It is included because the detailed
information it gives will be critical in our development of negative results
in Section 3.
Proposition 2.1. Let x; y ∈ R, let p be an odd prime number with p ∈
x; yR. Also suppose z ∈ R+ satisfies z2 ∈ y; xe3R where e is a rational
number greater than or equal to 2 − 2/p. Further assume there exists F ∈
R such that zp−1 − Fxp−1yp−1 ∈ xp; ypR. Then there exist elements v;w
integral over R such that z = yv + xw; where w can be chosen to be any
root of Tp + a1Tp−1 + · · · + ap = 0. We may choose our coefficients so that,
modulo some fractional power of x, ai ≡ 0 for i < p− 1 and ap−1 ≡ −Fyp−1.
Proof. Let S = Rz. We shall construct the polynomial Tp +
a1T
p−1 + · · · + ap and let w be a root. By (1.5), with a0 = 1, we
will have v integral over R if we satisfy
Pi
j=0
(
p−j
i−j

ajz
i−jxj = biyi with
bi ∈ S for i= 1; : : : ; p. We inductively define a1; : : : ; ap−1 to satisfy the
first p − 1 equations and also to satisfy a2mx2m ∈ y; xy; xe3m and
a2m+1x2m+1 ∈ zy; xy; xe3m. To satisfy the ith equation, we must de-
fine ai; bi so that
Pi−1
j=0
(
p−j
i−j

ajz
i−jxj = biyi− aixi. Now notice that if
ci is any choice of ai that satisfies this equation, ci + diyi will also
be a satisfactory choice for ai (with a different bi of course). We can
postpone the choice of di until the i + 1st equation. Thus, to sat-
isfy the ith equation, it suffices to define bi; ci; di−1 so that
Pi−1
j=0
(
p−j
i−j

ajz
i−jxj = biyi − cixi − p+ 1− idi−1xi−1yi−1z, where the ai−1 on the left
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hand side refers to ci−1 (the initial choice for ai−1 as di−1 has not yet been
defined). Necessarily we must have d0 = 0. For 1 < i ≤ p, the p+ 1− i
factor poses no difficulties as it is a unit modulo x; yR.
First suppose i is even. When j is even and nonzero, ajxj ∈ y; x ·
y; xe3j/2. Also, i − j is even and we have zi−j ∈ y; xe3i−j/2. Thus
ajz
i−jxj ∈ y; xy; xe3i/2. When j is odd, ajxj ∈ zy; xy; xe3j−1/2 and
we again have ajzi−jxj ∈ y; xy; xe3i/2. When j = 0,
(
p
i

zi ∈ py; xe3i/2 ⊂
y; xy; xe3i/2. Thus the left hand side of the equation is in y; xy; xe3i/2.
Every generator of this ideal that is not a multiple of yi must be a multiple
of xk; where k = ei/2 + 1 + 1 ≥ i + 3 − 2/pi/2 + 1 > i + 1. So
we may solve the equation with cixi ∈ y; xy; xe3i/2 and di−1 = 0. Note
also that ci ∈ xR.
Next suppose i is odd. When j is even and nonzero, ajxj ∈ y; x ·
y; xe3j/2. As i − j is odd, we have zi−j ∈ zy; xe3i−j−1/2. Thus
ajz
i−jxj ∈ zy; xy; xe3i−1/2. When j is odd, ajxj ∈ zy; xy; xe3j−1/2
and we again have ajzi−jxj ∈ zy; xy; xe3i−1/2. For j = 0,
(
p
i

zi ∈
zpy; xe3i−1/2 ⊂ zy; xy; xe3i−1/2. Thus the left hand side of the
equation is in zy; xy; xe3i−1/2. Every generator of this ideal must
be a multiple of one of the following three elements: zyi, zyi−1xm;
where m = ei− 1/2 + 1 ≥ i− 2/pi− 1/2 > i − 1, or zxm+e.
Thus we may solve the equation with cixi ∈ zy; xy; xe3i−1/2 and
di−1yi−1xi−1 ∈ y; xy; xe3i−1/2. Note that ci and di−1 are both multiples
of some fractional power of x.
Finally, the i = p case is identical to the standard i odd case except for
the j = 0 term. Thus the left hand side of the equation equals zp+G where
G ∈ zy; xy; xe3p−1/2. Now zp−1 − Fxp−1yp−1 is in yp; xpR and so we
may solve the final equation for bp; cp; dp−1. The natural solution for dp−1
is −F + xkH for some k > 0 and some H ∈ R.
Remark. We can choose e slightly smaller but the chosen bound is suf-
ficient for our needs.
We will now give a version of (2.1) without all the technical information
to perhaps better illustrate what it says. Unfortunately, the hypothesis of
this result can be true locally, after a local change of parameters, without
being true for the original ring and so we need a slight improvement—which
we shall give in (2.4).
Corollary 2.2. Let x; y ∈ R and let p be an odd prime number with
p ∈ x; yR. Also suppose z ∈ R+ satisfies z2 ∈ y; x23R. Then z ∈ x; yR+.
Proof. The conclusion follows from (2.1) provided the full hypothe-
sis is satisfied. For that, we only need an element F satisfying the de-
sired condition, i.e., we must have zp−1 ∈ xp; yp; xp−1yp−1R. But zp−1 ∈
y; x23p−1/2 ⊂ yp; xp; yp−1xp−1 as desired.
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For p = 3, this proof does lead to a best possible result, which we give
now.
Proposition 2.3. Let x; y ∈ R and let p = 3 ∈ x; yR. Also suppose
z ∈ R+ satisfies z2 ∈ y3; x2y2; x3R. Then z ∈ x; yR+.
Proof. Let S = Rz. As in the proof of (2.1), this proposition is proved
by constructing a polynomial T 3 + a1T 2 + a2T + a3 with coefficients in S.
The construction above works without change since multiples of x3 and y3
pose no obstacles to solving the equations.
Remark. An improvement similar to this can also be proved when p =
5. However, something slightly stronger can be proved in that case and we
do so in (2.5).
Now we give a result similar in nature which shall be our key sufficient
condition when p > 5.
Proposition 2.4. Let x; y ∈ R, let I = x; yR, let p be an odd prime
number with p ∈ I, and let t ∈ I. Also suppose z ∈ R+ satisfies z2 ∈ t; I23R.
Then z ∈ x; yR+.
Proof. Let S = Rz. We shall construct a polynomial Tp + a1Tp−1 +
· · · + ap and let w be a root. By (1.6), with a0 = 1, the result will follow if
we satisfy
Pi
j=0
(
p−j
i−j

ajz
i−jtj ∈ I2iS for i = 1; : : : ; p. We inductively define
a1; : : : ; ap−2 to satisfy the first p− 2 conditions and also to satisfy a2mt2m ∈
It; I23m and a2m+1t2m+1 ∈ zIt; I23m. To satisfy the ith condition, we must
define ai so that
Pi−1
j=0
(
p−j
i−j

ajz
i−jtj + aiti ∈ I2iS.
First suppose i is even. When j is even and nonzero, ajtj ∈ It; I23j/2.
Also, i − j is even and we have zi−j ∈ t; I23i−j/2. Thus ajzi−jtj ∈
It; I23i/2. When j is odd, ajtj ∈ zIt; I23j−1/2 and we again have
ajz
i−jtj ∈ It; I23i/2. When j = 0, (p
i

zi ∈ pt; I23i/2 ⊂ It; I23i/2. Thus
the summation term is in It; I23i/2. Expanding, we see that this ideal is
contained in tiIt; I2i/2 + Ii+3t; I2i−1 ⊂ tiIt; I2i/2 + I2i+2. Thus we may
satisfy the condition with aiti ∈ It; I23i/2.
Next suppose i is odd. When j is even and nonzero, ajtj ∈ It; I23j/2. As
i− j is odd, we have zi−j ∈ zt; I23i−j−1/2. Thus ajzi−jtj ∈ zIt; I23i−1/2.
When j is odd, ajtj ∈ zIt; I23j−1/2 and we again have ajzi−jtj ∈
zIt; I23i−1/2. For j = 0, (p
i

zi ∈ zpt; I23i−1/2 ⊂ zIt; I23i−1/2. Thus
the summation term is in zIt; I23i−1/2. Expanding, we see that this ideal
is contained in ztiIt; I2i−3/2 + zIit; I2i−1 ⊂ ztiIt; I2i−3/2 + zI2i−1.
Since z ∈ IS, zI2i−1 ⊂ I2iS, and so we may satisfy the condition with
ait
i ∈ zIt; I23i−1/2.
Using the standard i even case, we can satisfy the p− 1st condition with
ap−1 = E for some element E. However, we shall find an alternate solution.
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Since zp−1 ∈ t; I23p−1/2 ⊂ tpR + tp−1Ip−1 + I2p−1, we may find F ∈
Ip−1 such that zp−1 − Ftp−1 ∈ tpR+ I2p−1. Since Ftp−1 ∈ I2p−1, choosing
ap−1 = E − F also enables us to satisfy the p − 1st condition and this
is the solution we actually choose. Finally, the i = p case is identical to
the standard i odd case except for the j = 0 and j = p − 1 terms. Thus
the summand equals zp − Fztp−1 + G; where G ∈ zIt; I23p−1/2. Now
zp−1 − Ftp−1 ∈ tpR+ I2p−1 and we also have G ∈ ztpR+ zI2p−1. Thus the
summand is in ztpR+ zI2p−1 ⊂ tpR+ I2pS. Thus we may find ap to satisfy
the final condition.
We conclude our development of new theorems for odd primes by giving
the best possible result of this type for p = 5.
Proposition 2.5. Let x; y ∈ R, let I = x; yR, let p = 5 with p ∈ I,
and let t ∈ I. Also suppose z ∈ R+ satisfies z2 ∈ t3R + t2I2 + I5. Then z ∈
x; yR+.
Proof. Let S = Rz. As in the proof of (2.1), the object is to construct
the polynomial T 5 + a1T 4 + · · · + a5 with coefficients in S. By (1.5), with
a0 = 1, we will have z ∈ x; yR+ if we satisfy
Pi
j=0
(
p−j
i−j

ajz
i−jxj = biyi
with bi ∈ S for i = 1; : : : ; 5. We shall let ai = ciz, bi = diz for i odd and
ai = ci, bi = di for i even with every ci; di ∈ R. As each term in the odd-
numbered equations is an element of R times an odd power of z and each
term in the even-numbered equations is an element of R times an even
power of z while z2 ∈ R, each equation is transformed into an equation
in R. We also shall require c2 ∈ x; y2R, c3 ∈ x; yR, c4 ∈ x; y3R.
We can clearly satisfy the equations by choosing c1; : : : ; c5 to satisfy the
congruences
5+ c1x ∈ y
10+ 4c1xz2 + c2x2 ∈ y2
10+ 6c1xz2 + 3c2x2 + c3x3 ∈ y3
5+ 4c1xz4 + 3c2x2 + 2c3x3z2 + c4x4 ∈ y4
1+ c1xz4 + c2x2 + c3x3z2 + c4x4 + c5x5 ∈ y5:
Since c5 only appears in the fifth congruence and changing c4 by adding a
multiple of y4 will not affect the fourth congruence, we may replace the fifth
congruence by 1 + c1xz4 + c2x2 + c3x3z2 + c4x4 ∈ x5; y5; x4y4. Next
note that z4 ∈ t6R + I7 and because 5 ∈ I, this gives z4 ∈ I7 + x5; y5R.
Now each congruence can easily be solved provided the previously chosen
terms are in a sufficiently high power of I—that power being 1, 3, 5, 7,
and 8, respectively, for the five congruences. It is clear from our previous
assumptions that these sums will actually be in the 1st, 4th, 4th, 7th, and 7th
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powers of I; respectively. It follows that we may ignore terms of greater than
minimal degree since higher degree terms pose no difficulties in solving the
congruences.
Now z2 = Ct3 + t2D+ E with D ∈ I2, E ∈ I5. Since t5 ∈ I6 + x5; y5R,
it suffices to solve the congruences with Ct3 in place of z2 and C2t6 in place
of z4. With these substitutions and the removal of higher degree terms, we
are left with the system
5+ c1x ∈ y
10+ 4c1xCt3 + c2x2 ∈ y2
10+ 6c1xCt3 + 3c2x2 + c3x3 ∈ y3
3c2x2 + 2c3x3Ct3 + c4x4 ∈ y4
C2t6 + c2x2 + c3x3Ct3 + c4x4 ∈ x5; y5; x4y4:
Next note that if we let c2 and c3 be multiples of C and let c4 be a multiple
of C2, each sum will be homogeneous in C and so we may cancel. Thus,
without loss of generality, we may reduce to the case where C = 1. For
our final reduction, we observe that 5 ∈ I allows us to find c1; d1 such
that 5+ c1x = d1y, thus solving the first congruence. Clearly now 10+ 4c1x
and 10 + 6c1x are linear combinations of c1 and d1. If t = Ax + By, then
modulo x5; y5R, t6 ≡ 15A4B2x4y2 + 20A3B3x3y3 + 15A2B4x2y4, and so
it is also a linear combination of c1 and d1. By choosing c2; c3; c4 to be
linear combinations of c1 and d1, we see that it suffices to consider the c1
and d1 parts separately. Thus we need only solve two simpler systems, one
with c1 = 1, d1 = 0 5 = −x and the other with c1 = 0, d1 = 1 5 = y.
Clearly the original result is symmetric in x and y and so it suffices to solve
the system with y = 5.
We have now reduced to the following system:
2yA3x3 + c2x2 ∈ y2
2yA3x3 + 6y2A2x2B + 3c2x2 + c3x3 ∈ y3
3c2x23A2x2By + 3AxB2y2 + B3y3
+2c3x33AxB2y2 + B3y3 + c4x4 ∈ y4
3A4B2x4y3 + 4A3B3x3y4 + c2x23A2x2By + 3AxB2y2 + B3y3
+c3x33AxB2y2 + B3y3 + c4x4 ∈ x5; y5; x4y4:
This system has a solution. In fact, one solution, which can easily be
checked, is
c2 = −2yA2Ax+ By
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c3 = 4A3y
c4 = 2A4B2y3 + 18xy2A5B :
Thus we may construct the desired polynomial and the proof is complete.
For our last sufficient condition, we include here a result from [H]. It is
just an easy form of the Brianc¸on–Skoda theorem which holds for ideals of
this type.
Theorem 2.6. Let R be an integral domain and suppose I = x; yR with
p ∈ √I. If z ∈ I2R+, then z ∈ IR+. In particular, if z2 ∈ I4, then z ∈ IR+.
Proof. This is really just Theorem 2.11 of [H, p. 701]. That result is
stated for graded rings but we may use the trivial grading. Then the q = 2
case of that result can be written as follows: “Let R be an integral domain
with I = x; yR, p ∈ √I, and z ∈ I2. Then there exists an integral exten-
sion S of R with z ∈ I IS.” If we let A = Rz and use this result with A in
place of R, the first statement of (2.6) is immediate. The second statement
is just an easy special case of the first. It is the form we actually will use.
3. NECESSARY CONDITIONS
One necessary condition is well known. For z to be an element of IR+,
z must be in the integral closure of I in any integral extension of R con-
taining z. This immediately follows from the previously mentioned fact that
IR+ ∩ R = I¯. In general, it is not trivial to determine if an element is in
the integral closure of an ideal but for certain ideals it is. The next lemma
is certainly well known but we include a proof here anyway.
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a regular local ring with x; y part of a regular system
of parameters. Let w be a root of a monic irreducible polynomial f T  ∈ RT 
and suppose w ∈ x; yS for some integral extension S of R. If f T  = Tn +
a1T
n−1 + · · · + an, then ai ∈ x; yiR for every i.
Proof. Consider the valuation on R given by vr = n; where n is the
highest power of x; yR which contains r. This valuation corresponds to
the discrete valuation ring R y
x
x. Now v¯w ≥ inf v¯x; v¯y for any
extension v¯ of v to S. As f T  is irreducible, this forces vai ≥ i and so
ai ∈ x; yiR.
The next lemma is our critical tool for proving elements are not in the
plus closure.
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Lemma 3.2. Let R be an integrally closed Henselian local domain with
residue field K. Suppose z ∈ R+ is in the integral closure of x; yR+, a height
two ideal. Let P be a height one prime containing x and let S be the integral
closure of R/P . Let f T  ∈ RT  be the monic irreducible polynomial satisfied
by z. Let f¯ T  ∈ ST  be the image of f T  and let gT  = y−nf¯ yT  with
n = degf T . Then gT  ∈ ST . Further, if z ∈ x; yR+ and, modulo
the maximal ideal, g¯T  ∈ KT , then gT  is a power of a single irreducible
factor.
Proof. Let f T  = Tn + a1Tn−1 + · · · + an. As R is integrally closed,
f T  is irreducible over the quotient field of R. It follows that there is an
automorphism of R+ taking z to any other root of f T  and so every root
of f T  is in the integral closure of x; yR+. Since z¯ and every other root
of f¯ T  is integral over yS, with f¯ T  = Tn+ · · · + a¯n, we obtain a¯i ∈ yiS. It
follows that each monomial of f¯ yT  is divisible by yn and so gT  ∈ ST .
Next we assume z ∈ x; yR+ and prove the last statement. To find the
primes of Rz lying over P , we just look at RP/PRPz. From this, we see
that there is a 1-1 correspondence between the distinct irreducible factors
of f¯ T  and the height one primes of Rz lying over P . Notationally, we
let fi correspond to Pi.
To each fi, there corresponds an irreducible factor gi of gT . Regarding
z/y as an element of the quotient field of Rz/Pi, we see that giz/y =
0. Now write z = xb + yc with b; c ∈ R+. Let R# be a finite integral
extension of R containing z; b, and c. Since R is Henselian, R# is a local
domain. Now let P ′i be any prime of R
# lying over Pi. In the ring R#/P
′
i ,
we clearly have c¯ =  z/y  and so gi c¯  = 0. Letting hT  be the monic
irreducible polynomial in RT  satisfied by c and h¯T  its image in S, we
now see that gi is an irreducible factor of h¯T .
Working modulo the residue field of S, we see that g¯i is a factor of
¯¯hT 
and so g¯T  is a factor of a power of ¯¯hT . Finally, since R is Henselian,
modulo the maximal ideal, ¯¯hT  must be a power of a single irreducible
polynomial over K. As g¯T  ∈ KT , g¯T  is also a power of the same
irreducible polynomial.
Remark. The assumption that g¯T  ∈ KT  is not altogether trivial. For
certain primes P—though none that we shall work with—the residue field
of S will properly contain K and the single irreducible factor of ¯¯hT  might
have distinct factors over this larger residue field. Even in that case, how-
ever, the idea behind this proof tells us much about g¯T  since it must
divide a power of a polynomial that is irreducible over K.
The basic plan for proving necessary conditions is to restrict to the case
of a two-dimensional complete local domain with a separably closed residue
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field. Since elements that are in the plus closure remain there after local-
ization, completion, and residue field extensions, this will induce necessary
conditions in a more general setting. As complete local rings are Henselian
[N, p. 104] and Henselian is really the property we need, we actually state
our results with the weaker hypothesis.
Lemma 3.3. Let R be a regular local ring of dimension 2 with maximal
ideal I = x; yR and suppose p is an odd prime with p ∈ I. Let S be the
integral closure of Rz; where z2 ∈ R. Then z ∈ x; yS ⇔ z2 ∈ t2R for some
element t ∈ x; yR.
Proof. The reverse implication is obvious since z/t ∈ S. For the forward
implication, note that if z2 /∈ t2R for any such t, then z2 is square free. Since
R is a unique factorization domain and 2 is a unit, this gives S = Rz. It
quickly follows that z /∈ x; yS.
Proposition 3.4. Let R be a Henselian regular local ring of dimension 2
with maximal ideal I = x; yR and suppose p is an odd prime with p ∈ I.
If z2 ∈ R and z ∈ IR+, then either z2 ∈ I3 or z2 ∈ t2R for some element
t ∈ x; yR.
Proof. We shall assume z ∈ IR+, z2 /∈ I3, and z2 /∈ t2R for any element
t ∈ x; yR and derive a contradiction. As z2 ∈ I2 by (3.1), we may write
z2 = Ax2+Bxy +Cy2; where at least one of the coefficients is a unit. Using
a linear change of variable if necessary, we may assume C is a unit. If C is
not a square in R, we may replace R by R√C  without affecting any of our
hypotheses or assumptions. Of course, the irreducible polynomial satisfied
by z is f T  = T 2 − z2. Applying (3.2), we have gT  = T 2 −C and we can
conclude that T 2 − C is a power of a single irreducible polynomial. This is
clearly false; the proof is complete.
Proposition 3.5. Let R be a Henselian regular local ring of dimension
2 with maximal ideal I = x; yR which has a separably closed residue field
and suppose p is an odd prime with p ∈ I. Suppose z2 ∈ R, z ∈ IR+ and
z2 /∈ t2R for any element t ∈ I.
(i) If p > 3, then z2 ∈ t3R+ I4 for some element t ∈ I.
(ii) If p = 3, then z2 ∈ x3; x2y2; y3R.
Proof. First note that if p = 3 and t ∈ I, then t3 ∈ x3; x2y2; y3R.
Thus the conclusion of (i) implies the conclusion of (ii) and we need only
prove (ii) in the case where (i) fails. By (3.4), z2 ∈ I3, and so we may
write z2 = Ay3 + By2x + Cyx2 +Dx3. We shall first show that either the
proposition holds or we can reduce to the special case where A ∈ I and B
is a unit. Later we shall show that the special case leads to a contradiction.
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Reducing the coefficients modulo I, we consider the polynomial hT  =
A¯T 3 + B¯T 2 + C¯T + D¯. If A¯ = B¯ = C¯ = 0, then the result holds with t = x
and so we may assume hT  is not a constant polynomial. If p = 3 and
B¯ = C¯ = 0, then (ii) holds. Otherwise, hT  is a separable polynomial
and so splits over the residue field. If hT  has a triple root, say hT  =
A¯T + r3, then the result holds with t = y + rx. If hT  is a degree two
polynomial, then A ∈ I and B is a unit and we have the special case. In
every other situation, hT  must have a root r which is not a multiple root.
At this point, replacing y by y − rx would make zero a root and give us
D ∈ I. This is not quite what we want; we must also interchange x and y.
So we perform a linear change of variable with y ′ = x and x′ = y − rx.
Now write z2 = A′y ′3 + B′y ′2x′ + C ′y ′x′2 + D′x′3. Because r is a
root of hT , z2 ∈ x′R+ I4 and so A′ ∈ I. Because r is not a double root,
z2 /∈ x′2R + I4 and B′ is a unit. We have thus reduced to the special
case.
Let S0 = Ru; where u is a square root of x. Note that S0 is a regular
local ring with maximal ideal u; yS0. If z2 ∈ xR, then z∗ = z/u is inte-
gral over S0. As z ∈ IR+, we have uz∗ ∈ y; u2R+ and so z∗ ∈ y; uR+. By
(3.4), z∗2 ∈ y; u3S0 ⊂ y3; uS0. However, this is false as z∗2 is congru-
ent to By2 modulo this last ideal. Thus z2 /∈ xR. As xR is the only prime
ideal which ramifies when u is adjoined, we see that S = S0z is integrally
closed and z /∈ y; uS.
Now we have z2 = y3A+ y2u2B + yu4C + u6D. Using this, we see that
zp−1 = Fyp−1up−1 +Gyp +Hup. To compute F , we raise the expression
equal to z2 to the p− 1/2 power and compute the coefficient of yp−1up−1.
This is a sum of terms, one of which is Bp−1/2 and the remaining terms are
divisible by A. Since A ∈ I, we see that F is congruent to Bp−1/2 modulo I.
Thus F is a unit. Now apply (2.1) with u in place of x to find integral
elements v; w such that z = yv+ uw; where w is a root of Tp + a1Tp−1 +
· · · + ap = 0 and, modulo uS, ai ≡ 0 for i < p − 1 and ap−1 ≡ −yp−1F .
As yv + uw ∈ x; yR+, it quickly follows that uw ∈ x; yR+ = u2; yR+.
From there, we see w ∈ u; yR+.
Next we use (3.2) with u in place of x. Let f T  denote the degree p
polynomial satisfied by w. Assume f T  is irreducible over S. Let P be any
height one prime ideal of S containing u, let S¯ = S/P , let f¯ T  denote the
image of f in S¯T ; and let gT  = y−nf¯ yT . Finally, let g¯T  be the image
of g modulo the maximal ideal. We have gT  = Tp − F¯T + L for some
element L in the integral closure of S¯. Now S¯ is isomorphic to either R/xR
or a degree two extension of this ring. In either case, the integral closure
of S¯ has the same residue field as R since the residue field is separably
closed and no inseparability is possible in a degree two extension. Thus
L¯ ∈ R/I and g¯T  ∈ R/IT . Since the derivative of g¯T  is a nonzero
constant, it must have p distinct roots. As g¯T  is separable, it must actually
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split over the residue field of S. This contradicts (3.2) and so f T  cannot
be irreducible. However, the minimal polynomial for w must divide f T 
and we can obtain the same contradiction unless that minimal polynomial
is linear, i.e., w ∈ S. This contradicts z /∈ y; uS and the proposition is
proved.
In the remainder of this section, we will need the greatest integer func-
tion, which we shall denote in the usual fashion by brackets.
Lemma 3.6. Let R be a two-dimensional local ring with maximal ideal I =
x; yR. Let p ∈ I be a prime integer with p > 5. Suppose z is integral over R
with z2 = y3A+ y2x2B+ yx3C + x4D ∈ R, A a unit and z2 /∈ y; x23. Then,
via an appropriate change of parameters, we may retain our assumptions and
also obtain zp−1 − Eyp−1xj ∈ yp; xj+1; where E is a unit and
(1) If D is a unit, then j = p− 1− p/3.
(2) If D is not a unit but C is a unit, then j = p− 1− p/4.
(3) If C;D are both non-units, then j = p− 1− p/6.
If either C is a unit or D is a unit, the result also holds for p = 5.
Proof. If D is not a unit, then D ∈ x; yR. As any multiple of y can be
shifted into the yx3 term, we may assume D ∈ xR. If C is not a unit, then
C ∈ x; yR. Again, we may shift any multiple of y into the y2x2 term and
assume C ∈ xR. Thus our three cases to consider are:
(1) z2 = y3A+ y2x2B + yx3C + x4D; where D is a unit,
(2) z2 = y3A+ y2x2B + yx3C + x5G; where C is a unit, and
(3) z2 = y3A + y2x2B + yx4G + x5H; where H must be a unit to
insure z2 /∈ y; x23.
In each case, we define a valuation on R by choosing vx and vy and
letting the valuation of any polynomial in x and y be the infimum over all
monomials. In case (1), we let vy = 4 and vx = 3. Here vz2 = 12
with the two center terms in the sum having higher valuations. In case (2),
we let vy = 3 and vx = 2. Here vz2 = 9 with the second and fourth
terms in the sum having higher valuations. In case (3), we let vy = 5 and
vx = 3. Here vz2 = 15 with the two center terms in the sum having
higher valuations.
Next, in each case, we define j as in the statement of the theorem.
Using our equations, we may get a polynomial expression for zp−1. We
first claim that if ybxd occurs with unit coefficient in this expression, then
either b ≥ p or b + d ≥ p − 1 + j. If not, vybxd = bvy + dvx ≤
p− 1vy + j − 1vx, since vy > vx. However, we must also have
vybxd ≥ vzp−1 = p − 1/2vz2. Simple computations give contra-
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dictions in every case. In case (1), the lower bound 6p− 1 is greater than
the upper bound 7p− 1 − 3− 3p/3 since 3+ 3p/3 > p. Similarly, in
case (2), 9/2p− 1 > 5p− 1 − 2− 2p/4 and, in case (3), we observe
15/2p− 1 > 8p− 1 − 3− 3p/6. Thus the claim is shown.
Next we claim that there is, in fact, a term of the form Fybxd in this
expression where F is a unit, b < p, and b + d = p − 1 + j. We find
the desired monomial in the expansions of y3A + x4Dp−1/2, y3A +
yx3Cp−1/2, and y3A + x5Hp−1/2; respectively. Since any term we get
in this manner will have minimal valuation and unit coefficient, it cannot
be cancelled out by terms involving the other two summands in the origi-
nal expression. In the first and third cases, we let b = 3p/3. In case (1),
d = 4p − 1/2 − p/3 and in case (3), d = 5p − 1/2 − p/3. In
case (2), we let b = p− 1/2 + 2p/4 and d = 3p− 1/2 − p/4. In
every case, b+ d = p− 1+ j.
We now have zp−1 ∈ ypR + Ib+d. If b = p − 1, then d = j and the
lemma is proved with E = F . If b = p − 2, the only other case, zp−1 ∈
Kyp−1xj + Fyp−2xj+1 + ypR+ Ip+j , for some element K ∈ R. [The absence
of more terms of degree p+ j − 1 is clear by the valuation argument.] If K
is a unit, the lemma holds with E = K. Otherwise we may assume K = 0.
Here we must change the generating set for I. If we let x′ = x − y, then
I = x′; yR and all of our hypotheses are preserved with x′ in place of
x (with different coefficients of course). Now we have zp−1 ∈ Fyp−2x′ +
yj+1 + ypR + Ip+j = j + 1Fyp−1x′j + Fyp−2x′j+1 + ypR + Ip+j and
we choose E = j + 1F . We are done if E is a unit, i.e., if j + 1 is a unit.
By construction, j + 1 = d and d is defined previously in the various cases
to be the product of two integers. The first factor is either 4, 3, or 5 and
the second is clearly smaller than p. Now j + 1 is a unit unless p divides it
and since we are always assuming p > 3, j + 1 will be a unit except in case
(3) when p = 5.
Theorem 3.7. Let R be a Henselian regular local ring of dimension 2 with
maximal ideal I which has a separably closed residue field. Suppose p > 5
is a prime number and p ∈ I. Let z ∈ IR+ with z2 ∈ R. Then one of the
following holds:
(1) z2 ∈ t2R for some t ∈ I.
(2) z2 ∈ I4.
(3) z2 ∈ y; x23R for some x; y ∈ I.
If p = 5, the theorem remains true if 3 is replaced by
(3′) z2 ∈ y; x23R+ x5R for some x; y ∈ I.
Proof. We assume none of the conclusions hold and derive a contra-
diction. By (3.4), we get z2 ∈ I3. By (3.5), we get z2 ∈ y3R + I4 for some
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y ∈ R. Next we use (3.6) to find x; E; j such that I = x; yR, E is a unit,
and zp−1 − Eyp−1xj ∈ yp; xj+1. Note that the third case in (3.6) implies
3′ directly and so we can rule out that case when p = 5.
Let u be a p− 1st root of x and let S = Ru. Note that S is a Henselian
regular local ring with a separably closed residue field and maximal ideal
y; uS. Let t = uj . Then xj = tp−1 and it follows that zp−1 − Eyp−1tp−1 ∈
yp; tpS. We may now apply (2.1) with t in place of x provided z2 ∈
y; te3S for some e > 2 − 2/p. We claim this is so and will indicate the
proof in each of the three cases from (3.6).
In case (1), we quickly see j < 2p/3. It follows that 4p− 1/j > 6p−
1/p and since x = tp−1/j , we get x4 ∈ t3eS with e > 2 − 2/p. Likewise
yx3 ∈ yt2eS. Cases (2) and (3) are similar with j < 3p/4 implying 3p −
1/j > 4p − 1/p in case (2) and j < 5p/6 implying 6p − 1/j > 5p −
1/p in case (3).
Next we use (2.1) to get z = yv+ tw and the degree p polynomial f T 
satisfied by w. Since z ∈ IR+, there exists a; b ∈ R+ with z = ya + xb.
Hence ya − v = tw − xb. Since t divides x and no height one prime
contains both t and y, a− v/t ∈ R+. Thus w ∈ y; xt−1R+ ⊂ y; uR+.
Finally we apply (3.2) to the element w. First suppose f T  = Tp +
a1T
p−1 + · · · + ap is irreducible over Sz. Modulo uS, we see that z2 is a
unit multiple of y3 and so P = uS is a prime ideal with the integral closure
of S/P being a ramified extension of R/xR which has the same residue
field. Taking full advantage of the technical information about f T  that
(2.1) gives, we have gT  = Tp + E¯T + L for some element L. It follows
that g¯T  = Tp + E¯T + L¯ ∈ R/IT . Since the derivative of g¯T  is a
nonzero constant, it must have p distinct roots. As g¯T  is separable, it
must actually split over the residue field of S. This contradicts (3.2) and so
f T  cannot be irreducible. However, the minimal polynomial for w must
divide f T  and we can obtain the same contradiction unless that mini-
mal polynomial is linear, i.e., w is in the integral closure of Sz, which
we denote by S˜. Thus we have z ∈ y; tS˜ ⊂ y; uS˜. By (3.3), z2 must
be a multiple of the square of an element in y; uS. Since this property
did not hold in R and xR is the only ramified prime in the extension
R ⊂ S, we must have z2 ∈ xR. Since z2 ∈ y3R + I4 and z2 6∈ I4, this is
impossible. This contradiction completes the proof.
Remark. When R is a two-dimensional Henselian regular local ring with
maximal ideal I = x; yR and a separably closed residue field and p is odd,
the necessary conditions we have developed for z ∈ IR+ are identical to the
sufficient conditions given in Section 2.
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4. THE QUESTION ANSWERED
Throughout this section, we will make certain standard assumptions and
these will be assumed in all comments and results unless explicitly stated
otherwise.
Standard Hypothesis. R will always be a regular local ring, x; y will
be part of a regular system of parameters, and p ∈ I = x; yR. Also, the
element z ∈ R+ will satisfy a monic irreducible polynomial f T  of degree
two with coefficients in R. We shall write f T  = T 2 + c1T + c2 and let
1 = c12 − 4c2 denote the discriminant of f T .
We shall give a series of theorems which completely answer the question
“Is z ∈ IR+?” We start with the smallest primes, adding more general the-
orems as they become appropriate. We begin with a lemma that is surely
well known.
Lemma 4.1. If the ideal J in R can be generated by two elements, then
JR+ ∩ R = J.
Proof. We may write J = cK; where K is not contained in any height
one prime. As cKR+ ∩ R = cKR+ ∩ R, it suffices to prove the lemma
for K. To prove the lemma for K, it suffices to prove KR+ ∩ R ⊂ Q for
any primary component Q of K. This can be done by first localizing at
the prime ideal P corresponding to Q. Now every associated prime ideal
of a height two ideal generated by two elements in a regular local ring has
height two and so we have reduced to the case where R is a two-dimensional
regular local ring. Finally, the desired equality is true for all ideals in two-
dimensional regular local rings, i.e., such rings are ideally integrally closed.
This is seen as follows: If S is integral over R, S has a Cohen–Macaulay
module, for example the integral closure of S. By Theorem 3 of [Ho, p. 36],
this implies the direct summand conjecture holds for R and by Proposition 1
of [Ho, p. 27], this in turn implies R is ideally integrally closed.
Remark. Whether all regular local rings are ideally integrally closed is,
of course, one of the interesting questions in this subject.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose p = 2 and q ∈ R+. If q2 ∈ xyq; x2; y2R+, q ∈
IR+.
Proof. We can prove the lemma by mimicking the proof of (2.1) and
using (1.5)—except that it is much easier because we need only solve two
equations. Thus it suffices to solve 2q+ a1x ∈ yS and q2 + a1qx ∈ x2; y2S
for a1; where S = Rq. Writing 2 = Ax+ By and q2 = Cxyq+Dx2 + Ey2
and substituting, this is equivalent to solving Axq + a1x ∈ yS and Cxyq +
a1qx ∈ x2; y2S. To achieve this, it is sufficient to solve Aq+ a1 ∈ yS and
Cyq+ a1q ∈ x; y2S. Now note a1 = −Cy −Aq is a solution.
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Lemma 4.3. If p = 2, there exists t; r ∈ I and u; d ∈ R with 1 = ut2 and
c2 = dt2 + rc1 − r2 if and only if there exists t; r ∈ IRI and u; d ∈ RI with
1 = ut2 and c2 = dt2 + rc1 − r2.
Proof. The forward direction is obvious. For the reverse direction, we
first note that 1 is contained in the square of a height one prime ideal con-
tained in I and so must be divisible in R by the square of a corresponding
prime element. Using this new choice for t and adjusting u; d accordingly,
both equations remain valid and we have t ∈ I, u ∈ R. For readability, we
will adopt the convention that Greek letters denote elements of RI and
Roman letters denote elements of R. Thus we have c2 = δt2 + ρc1 − ρ2.
Next we observe ut2 = 1 = c12 − 4c2 = c12 − 4δt2 − 4c1ρ + 4ρ2 =
c1 − 2ρ2 − 4δt2 and we get c1 − 2ρ = γt. Also c12 = 4c2 + ut2 and so by
(4.2), c1 ∈ 2; tR+. Now (4.1) gives c1 ∈ 2; tR; write c1 = 2a + th. This
gives 2ρ− a + tγ− h = 0. As t is a prime element, either ρ− a ∈ tRI
or 2 ∈ tR. In the first case, we write ρ = a + tβ and get c2 = δt2 + ρc1 −
ρ2 = δt2 + a + βtc1 − a + βt2 = αt2 + ac1 − a2 + βtc1 − 2a; where
α = δ + β2. Finally, as c1 − 2a = th, the last term may be absorbed into
the first and we have c2 = σt2 + ac1 − a2. As a = ρ − tβ, we have a ∈ I
and since σt2 ∈ R, we must have σ ∈ R. This gives the desired result with
d = σ and r = a.
It remains only to consider the case when 2 = tf for some f ∈ R. Then
c1 = tq; where q = h + af . Here write ρ = g/s with g ∈ I, s ∈ R − I.
Multiplying our equation by s2, we get s2c2 = Dt2 + sgtq − g2 where D =
s2δ is clearly an element of R. Thus g2 ∈ gst; s2; t2R. As above, we can
use (4.2) and (4.1) to get g ∈ s; tR. As g ∈ I, g ∈ sI + tR and ρ = g/s ∈
I + tRI . Now we proceed exactly as in the case ρ− a ∈ tRI . The proof is
now complete.
Theorem 4.4. If p = 2, z ∈ IR+ if and only if either
(1) 1 = ut2 and c2 = dt2 + rc1 − r2 with t; r ∈ I and u; d ∈ R, or
(2) c1 ∈ I2 and c2 ∈ x2; y2R.
Proof. Before beginning, we should note that the condition c2 ∈
x2; y2R does not depend on the choice of generators for I. To prove
the forward implication, we suppose z ∈ IR+. We separately consider the
two cases, c1 ∈ I2 and c1 /∈ I2. First assume c1 ∈ I2. We have z = yv + xw
for integral elements v;w. Substituting into the equation f z = 0, we get
−c2 = z2 + c1z = y2v2 + 2xyvw + x2w2 + c1yv + xw ∈ x2; y2R+ ∩ R =
x2; y2R as desired, the last equality following from (4.1). So conclusion
(2) must hold in this case.
For the remaining case, we assume c1 /∈ I2. We shall prove conclusion
(1) and, by (4.3), it is sufficient to prove it in the case where R is two-
dimensional and I is the maximal ideal. By (3.1), we do have c1 ∈ I and
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changing parameters, we may assume c1 = y. First consider the subcase
z ∈ IS where S is the integral closure of Rz. Here we have z = yv+xw for
v;w ∈ S. Applying the trace function to this equation, we get −y = −c1 =
y Trv+ xTrw and Trv must be a unit. The discriminant of the minimal
polynomial T 2 + gT + d satisfied by v is a unit u = g2 − 4d and so S = Rv.
Thus w = s + vq for some q; s ∈ R and so z = y + xqv+ xs. Since z and
z − xs clearly have the same discriminant, 1 equals the discriminant of
y + xqv. Letting t = y + xq, we get 1 = ut2 as desired. Now z satisfies
T − xs2 + gtT − xs + dt2 and so c1 = gt − 2xs and c2 = dt2 − xsgt +
x2s2 = dt2 − xsc1 − x2s2. Letting r = −xs, we have conclusion (1).
Now we may assume z /∈ IS. We complete the rings R and S to get
R∗ ⊂ S∗. Since z /∈ IS, z /∈ IS∗ by the faithful flatness of the completion
and so f T  will not factor over R∗. Next we claim the residue field of
S∗ is a (possibly trivial) purely inseparable extension of the residue field
of R∗. If not, it is a degree two separable extension. Let v be a lifting of an
element in the residue field of S∗ which is not in the residue field of R∗. The
discriminant of the minimal polynomial for v is a unit and so S∗ = R∗v.
This gives z = r + sv with r; s ∈ R∗. Either r or s must be a unit since
z /∈ IS∗. However, this makes z a unit and contradicts z ∈ IR+. Now we
may take integral extensions of R∗ and S∗ which are free modules in order
to assume that the residue fields are separably closed. Thus, without loss of
generality, we may assume R is complete and has a separably closed residue
field. Again faithful flatness guarantees z /∈ IS and f T  is irreducible.
Finally, we may apply (3.2) here. Recalling c1 = y, we work modulo xR and
get gT  = T 2 + T + d for some element d ∈ R/xR. This is a separable
polynomial modulo the maximal ideal and so is not a power of a single
irreducible polynomial as (3.2) requires. This contradiction completes the
proof of the forward direction.
The reverse direction for hypothesis (2) is immediate from (4.2). For
hypothesis (1), we note that z+ r has minimal polynomial T − r2 + c1T −
r + c2 = T 2 + c1− 2rT + r2 − c1r + c2 = T 2 + c1− 2rT + dt2. Since the
discriminant of this polynomial is ut2, clearly c1 − 2r ∈ tR and so z + r/t
is integral over R. As r; t ∈ I, this gives z ∈ IR+ as desired.
Remark. Since both conditions hold if and only if they hold after local-
ization at I, we see that for p = 2, z is in the plus closure of I if and only
if z is in the plus closure of IRI .
The next result indicates why our assumption that c1 = 0 in the previous
sections was inconsequential.
Lemma 4.5. If p is odd, then z ∈ IR+ if and only if c1 ∈ I and
√
1 ∈ IR+.
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Proof. By the quadratic formula, z = −c1 ±
√
1 /2. The if direction
is obvious since 2 is a unit. For the only if direction, c1 ∈ I by (3.1) and√
1 ∈ IR+ quickly follows.
Theorem 4.6. If p = 3, then z ∈ IR+ if and only if c1 ∈ I and either
(1) 1 ∈ t2R for some t ∈ I or (2) 1 ∈ x3; x2y2; y3R .
Proof. By (4.5), we may reduce to the case c1 = 0. For sufficiency, note
that condition (1) gives z ∈ tR+. Condition (2) is sufficient by (2.3). For the
forward direction, let S be the faithfully flat RI-module obtained by com-
pleting RI and separately closing the residue field. Then z ∈ IR+ implies
z ∈ IS+ and, by (3.5), 1 ∈ t2S for some t ∈ IS or 1 ∈ x3; x2y2; y3S. As
no ramification occurs when completing, in the first case we may assume
t ∈ I. By faithful flatness, we may replace S by RI and neither condition is
affected by localizing at I.
Remark. These conditions are not affected by localization at I.
Lemma 4.7. Assume p 6= 3. Let S be a two-dimensional regular local ring
which is a faithfully flat extension of RI and has maximal ideal IS. Suppose
r ∈ R with r /∈ I4. Further suppose there exists t ∈ IS with r ∈ t3S + I4S.
Then there exists u ∈ I with u; I2S = t; I2S.
Proof. We may write r = ct3 + d where c is a unit and d ∈ I4S. We also
have t = ax+ by. Thus r = ca3x3 + 3ca2x2by + 3caxb2y2 + cb3y3 + d. As
r ∈ x3; x2y; y2S ∩ R, faithful flatness gives r ∈ x3; x2y; y2RI and since
this ideal is primary, we actually get r ∈ x3; x2y; y2R. We write r = Ax3 +
Bx2y + Cy2 with A; B; C ∈ R. Clearly A − ca3, B − 3ca2b ∈ IS. If a is
not a unit, u = y suffices; hence we may assume a is a unit and so ca3,
A are also units. Now, modulo IS, B/A ≡ 3ca2b/ca3 = 3b/a. Next choose
D = B/3 and let u = Ax+Dy. As D ≡ bA/a modulo IS, D = bA/a+ e,
with e ∈ IS. It follows that u = A/at + ey and since ey ∈ I2S, the result
follows.
Theorem 4.8. (A) If p = 5, then z ∈ IR+ if and only if c1 ∈ I and
either (1) 1 ∈ t2R for some t ∈ I, (2) 1 ∈ I4, or (3) 1 ∈ t3R+ t2I2 + I5 for
some t ∈ I.
(B) If p > 5, then z ∈ IR+ if and only if c1 ∈ I and either (1) 1 ∈ t2R
for some t ∈ I, (2) 1 ∈ I4, or (3) 1 ∈ t; I23R for some t ∈ I.
Proof. We shall prove the statements simultaneously, making distinc-
tions only when necessary. By (4.5), we may reduce to the case c1 = 0. For
sufficiency, note that condition (1) gives z ∈ tR+. Condition (2) is sufficient
by (2.6). For part (A), condition (3) is sufficient by (2.5). For part (B), con-
dition (3) is sufficient by (2.4). For necessity, let S be the faithfully flat
RI-module obtained by completing RI and separately closing the residue
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field. Then z ∈ IR+ implies z ∈ IS+ and, by (3.7), 1 ∈ t2S for some t ∈ IS,
1 ∈ I4S, or 1 ∈ t3; t2w2; tw4; w5S for t; w ∈ IS. For p > 5, the third con-
dition may be strengthened to 1 ∈ t3; t2w2; tw4; w6S for t; w ∈ IS. The
two formulations of the third case quickly imply 1 ∈ t3S + t2I2S + I5S and
1 ∈ t; I23S; respectively. Thus we have the desired conditions except that
they hold over S instead of R.
As in the proof of (4.6), in the first case we may assume t ∈ I. The second
case also poses no problem. For the third case, we finish the proof in two
steps—first reducing from S to RI and then from RI to R. As we need
only consider the third case when the second case fails, by (4.7), we may
reduce to the case where t ∈ IRI . Of course, we may take t ∈ I and now
we apply (1.3) to find u ∈ I such that t; I2RI = u; I2RI while u; I23R
and u; I23R + I5 are both primary ideals. Finally, we may use this u as
our new choice for t and since the ideals in question are primary, we have
the inclusions for ideals of R.
Remark. None of these conditions is affected by localization at I.
Combining the remarks after (4.4), (4.6), and (4.8), we get
Theorem 4.9. z ∈ IR+ if and only if z ∈ IRI+.
There are a number of difficulties in extending these results to polyno-
mials of degree n > 2. Given any fixed polynomial, these methods may very
well be adequate to decide the question. However, to prove (4.9), we need
general results and there are many obstacles to this. For n = 2, adjoining z
gives a degree two extension and these are very easy to understand. Such
is not the case for larger n. The results in Section 2 are all accomplished
with degree p polynomials—this cannot be done in general. In the n = 2
case, we have problems for small p—specifically 2, 3, 5. As n gets larger
and the degrees of the polynomials needed for Section 2-type results get
larger, the small prime problem is likely to get worse. Finally, in some of
our proofs, we took advantage of the fact that f T  did not factor when
we completed RI . This followed from the fact that f T  had no roots over
the completion. If n > 3, this no longer works since polynomials may factor
without having linear factors.
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